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Abstract
Providing an efficient and reliable multicast for data dissemination applications on a large
scale is a challenge, especially when the applications require a very short delivery delay and
high throughput. The combination of a local recovery approach based on active services with
those using FEC/ARQ gives rise to a new class of reliable multicast protocols called APES
"Active Parity Encoding Services". This paper carries out a comparative study between
reliable multicast protocols belonging to this class in terms of loss recovery latency. We use
the simulation to study the impact of coding/decoding time and loss rate on the performance
of this class of protocols. Our numerical results show that the approach Get-Repairs StoreRepairs, besides the reduction in storage space at the active router, provides a substantial
gain in terms of loss recovery latency and thus contributes to improve the real time reliable
multicast.
Keywords: Reliable Multicast, FEC codes, Active services, Latency

1. Introduction
Multicast provides an economic way of disseminating information from a sender to a
group of receivers located at different networks locations. It is an efficient means to
support applications such as videoconferencing, distributed gaming, distance learning,
IP-TV and VoD (video-on-demand), etc. Besides the effectiveness of routing at the
network layer, most of these applications not only require reliable and efficient
multicast networking services, but also a small data delivery delays. However,
heterogeneous networks and variable traffics make the design of reliable multicast
protocols more problematic.
Several protocols have been proposed to solve the problem of reliability in networks
in which delivery is known as best effort such as the Internet where packet losses are
frequent. RM (Reliable Multicast) protocols address this problem by imposing a
compromise between the routing delay and the capacity in bandwidth.
Traditional approaches operate in an end-to-end way with an automatic
retransmission of lost packets from the source (Automatic Repeat Request, ARQ).
Several mechanisms such as filtering control messages or restricting retransmissions
help to prevent overloading the source and receivers while allowing the scalability in
the presence of important groups [4]. An alternative approach uses techniques of
correction codes to produce repair packets in order to answer to possible losses of data
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packets at the receivers (Forward Error Correction, FEC). Receivers, in this approach,
are required to perform additional coding/decoding operations to use or reproduce the
original data [1, 2, 15, 9, 11].
A certain category of RM protocols uses the active networking technology where
routers themselves could contribute to enhance the network services by perform ing
customized computations on the packets flowing through them [5]. The active network
model has the ability to provide a very general and flexible framework for customizing
network functionalities in order to gracefully handle heterogeneity and dynamics. This
category of protocols is based on the local recovery of packet losses by using RS
(Repair Services, RS). In this paper we will use the terms “repair services” or “active
services” interchangeably. These repair services contribute mainly in solving the
implosion and repair locality problems in a more effective way, by attributing the role
of repair to the router close to the loss location. The active routers are placed at
strategic points within the network; they intercept data packets and store them in their
caches to locally ensure the recovery of losses while processing the negative
acknowledgments (NAKs) sent by receivers for these losses [6, 8, 16, 18, 3].
FEC/ARQ and RS approaches reduce the requirements in terms of bandwidth and the
loss recovery latency of RM protocols. The coupling of these two approaches gives rise
to a new class of reliable multicast protocols called (Active Parity Encoding Services,
APES) [7, 10]. Several variants of APES protocols have emerged in order to improve
the performance of reliable multicast. Among these variants, two APES protocols have
been proposed in the literature: BRSR (Built-Repairs-Store Repairs) and GRSR (GetRepairs-Store Repairs) [14]. These protocols were compared with an oldest variant of
APES protocols: SDBR (Store-Data Built-Repairs) [17]. A comparative study
highlighted the improvements in terms of reduction in storage space at the repair server
and in terms of bandwidth, provided by these two APES protocols [14]. This
comparative study showed that BRSR and GRSR protocols provide a considerable
reduction in storage space at the repair server while maintaining bandwidth
consumption close to that observed in SDBR protocol [14].
In this paper, we propose to extend the comparative study to include the loss
recovery latency as a metric for evaluating the performance of this class of protocols.
Our study shows that the loss recovery latency grows linearly according to the
coding/decoding time and according to the loss rate. For a high coding/decoding time,
GRSR presents the best performance. However, for a lower coding/decoding time,
SDBR is the protocol which minimizes the transmission time of a data block.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief
description of the APES protocols (SDBR, BRSR and GRSR). Section 3 presents the
network model on which our study will be based. Assumptions of the comparative study
are presented in Section 4. Section 5 deals with the comparative study of the APES
protocols in terms of loss recovery latency. Section 6 concludes this paper and sets
directions for future works.

2. Description of the variants of APES protocols
In this section we present three variants of APES protocols: SDBR, BRSR and
GRSR. BRSR and GRSR protocols have been proposed with the objective to improve
the performance of reliable multicast protocols in terms of bandwidth and storage
capacity at repair servers [14, 17]. These protocols were compared with an oldest
variant, SDBR, to highlight the achieved improvements. Globally, these three protocols
differ in how and when they generate repair packets at the repair server, and in the
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choice of packets to be stored in the cache of the repair server. In this section, we
discuss the tasks assigned to repair servers by each protocol to ensure a reliable
transmission of data blocks for receivers in their repair domains.
2.1. SDBR (Store-Data Built-Repairs)
In this protocol, the source sends a combination of data packets and repair packets in
blocks of k packets to all concerned repair servers. Once a repair server has received a
block of k packets, it decodes this block to restore the original data packets and store
them in its cache. Then repair server sends the block of k packets to the receivers.
At the receivers, the received source packets are decoded by a FEC decoder to restore
the original data packets. If a receiver needs additional FEC packets in order to repair
the losses of a block, it sends a NAK to its repair server indicating the number of
additional repair packets needed. Upon the reception of a NAK, a repair server
generates new requested repair packets with a FEC coder, and sends them in a restricted
way (subcast) to receivers of its domain. Since FEC packets are built on purpose, the
receiver can use the obtained repair packets to repair any loss occurred in the block of k
packets.
2.2. BRSR (Built-Repairs Store-Repairs)
BRSR is another variant of the APES protocols. The repair server defines in advance
a number b of repair packets to be generated for each block. In this case, the data
packets received by the repair server are fetched into a FEC coder to generate b repair
packets that will be stored in its cache (this type of coder allows on-the-fly coding) [12,
13]. The value of b is between 0 and k, (0  b  k), where k is the number of packets per
block. These b packets occupy the space of the buffer cache upon the reception of the
first source packet and cannot be used for repair until the k th source packet is introduced
into the FEC coder by the repair server. In the best case, when all receivers lose less
than b source packets, the b repair packets stored at the repair server are sufficient to
recover any loss reported by the receivers.
The repair server subcasts the repair packets requested by the receivers in its domain.
If a receiver loses more than b source packets, then the repair server must obtain
additional repair packets by sending towards the source a NAK indicating the number
of missing FEC packets. The repair server is in fact unable to generate by itself further
FEC packets as the data packets are not available in its cache.
After receiving the additional packets, it sends them in a restricted way to the
receivers in its domain. This protocol assumes that the source is capable to send
additional repair packets at any time and without loss. The innovations introduced by
this protocol are:


Instead of the cache of data packets, only the repair packets are stored in the cache of
the repair servers.



It is not necessary to generate new repair packets at each loss; it is sufficient to send
repair packets stored in the cache of repair servers.

2.3. GRSR (Get-Repairs Store-Repairs)
As in BRSR, GRSR defines a number b of repair packets generated by block.
However, unlike BRSR, repair servers do not perform coding/decoding operations.
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They get the b required repair packets from the source and then store them in their
caches upon their arrival.
The repair packets are constructed at the source and then transmitted directly after
the block of k packets for which they were generated. Once the b repair packets are
received and stored at a repair server, this latter behaves like in BRSR for the rest of the
transmission.

3. Network Model
A commonly used model for evaluating multicast protocols is to have a multicast tree
that admits the source as the root and the repair servers as intermediate nodes with
receivers as leaves (see Figure 1). The receivers are distributed according a topology in
m repair domains D 1... Dm [14]. The size of a repair domain is defined by the number of
receivers in this domain |Di|. In reality, the receivers can either be LANs containing one
or more receiving applications or simply other repair servers; these latter are being
responsible for repair domains in lower levels. In the context of active networking, we
consider that the active routers are placed at strategic locations within the network
where the losses often occur. These locations are usually located at the edge of the
backbone for two essential reasons:


The backbone is supposed to be reliable: [19] showed that the links where most of
losses occurred are those located at network’s edge.



The backbone is a very high-speed network and adding complex processing functions
inside the backbone will certainly degrade its performance.

This organization allows repair servers to intercept any packet sent from the source
towards the receivers in its domain to ensure the local recovery of losses. They are also
able to diffuse in a restricted way packets to their repair domain so that the data reach
only the receivers of their domain.
The source gathers the data packets in blocks of size k, and fetches them into a FEC
coder for generating repair packets. The number of repairs that can be generated for a
block is finite and large enough to ensure the recovery of possible losses.
The source is supposed to be able to reproduce indefinitely additional repairs if this
is required. Repair packets, generated for a block of k packets, are supposed to belong
to this block. The k packets of a block (combination of data and repair) are called
source packets. Any entity (receiver or repair server) with a FEC decoder is able to
restore the original data packets regardless to the combination of k received packets
(data and repair) in this block. Protocols based on FEC code must ensure that each
receiver receives at least k packets per block to ensure reliability. The fact that different
data packets can be lost and that the same set of repair packets can be used to repair
losses reduces the number of transmissions required for loss recovery. This reduction
was observed in an end-to-end basis [12]. Repair servers aim to ensure that each
receiver belonging to its repair domain has received at least k distinct packets per block.
To accomplish that, each protocol derived from the APES class determines which tasks
are performed by a repair server.
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Figure 1. Network Model

4. Hypothesis of Comparative Study
The study compares three variants of APES protocols: SDBR, BRSR and GRSR in
terms of loss recovery latency of a block of k packets sent by a source until its correct
reception by all receivers. This will enable us to determine, among the three variants of
protocols, which variant is the most adapted to real time reliable multicast. Our study is
based on a network model with a single hierarchical level of repair servers but can be
easily extended to a network model with several hierarchical levels. In this case, each
repair server at level i provides its repair services to a set of repair servers of level i
+1 (1  i  n where n is the depth of hierarchy). The benefit of choosing the one
hierarchy level network model is that each repair domain can be analyzed separately
from the other. Thus, we base our study on the topology of Figure 2 and we have the
following assumptions:


Let r be the number of receivers in the repair domain, this number indicates the
domain size.



The links between the repair server and the receivers have identical properties; in
particular they all have a packet loss rate p.



The probability of losing packets between the source and the repair server is
negligible.



The repair server assigns to k source packets a sequence number varying from 1 to
k. Repair packets have sequence numbers greater than k.



A receiver can detect a loss after having received the source packets. A receiver,
having lost m out of the k source packets requests the retransmission of (k +1, ...,
k + m) repair packets from the repair server. In practice, a receiver requ esting m
repairs packets and having lost only one of them can actually use a repair packet
numbered k+m' such as m' ≤ m in place of the lost packets.
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Figure 2. Single hierarchical level model

5. Analysis of loss recovery latency
In this section we determine the time needed to transmit, in a reliable way, a block of
k packets from the source until its correct reception by all receivers using the three
protocols under consideration. Thus we define T SDBR, T BRSR and T GRSR as the overall time
needed to send a block of k packets using SDBR, BRSR and GRSR protocols
respectively. The evaluation is performed with the ns2 simulator. We set a
coding/decoding time (which will be identical for the three protocols) at each entity.
Before we present the simulation results, the various operations of coding/decoding
performed by each variant of these protocols are summarized in Table 1.
Our first study consists to determine for the three protocols whether the choice of the
block size has an influence on the transmission time. Figure 3 represents the
transmission time TSDBR, T BRSR and TGRSR according to the block size k by using SDBR,
BRSR and GRSR protocols respectively (the domain size is r = 8, and the loss rate is p
= 0.05). The curve showed that the overall transmission time is a linear function of the
block size. Since the losses will be detected only when the k source packets will be
received by the receiver and, given that the transfer time of a block, in a reliable way,
depends on the block size, the smaller the block size, the shorter the time required to
detect and to repair the losses. For block sizes smaller than 40 packets, all three
protocols require a similar transmission time. For larger block sizes, SDBR requires
less time compared to the other protocols because it performs a local recovery
regardless of the number of losses that have occurred at the receivers. BRSR requires
more time because, besides the time to perform various operations of FEC coding/
decoding for local recovery of losses, it also requires additional time to inform the
source in case it needs additional repairs from it.
Based on the result showed in Figure 4, we can see that the transmission time of
SDBR, BRSR and GRSR protocols increases linearly according to the FEC coding time.
For a small coding time, BRSR is better than GRSR in terms of transmission time.
Beyond a certain value of the coding time, GRSR becomes better than BRSR and SDBR
because the source in GRSR sends additional repair packets right after the k source
packets, thus avoiding the of coding/decoding overheads at the repair server.
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Table 1. Comparison of APES protocols
SDBR



Repair
server

Receiver

Decoding the k
packets of a block
to extract original 
data packets.



Coding of original
data packets stored
in the buffer to
generate the asked
repair packets if an
additional request
for repair arrives.



Decoding
of
k 
packets of the block
to
restore
the
original
data
packets.

BRSR

Decoding
the
k
packets of a block to
generate b repair 
packets and to be
stored in its cache.

Decoding
of
k 
packets of the block
to restore the original
data packets.

GRSR

No operation.

Decoding of k
packets of the
block to restore
the original data
packets.

Figure 5 presents the transmission time TSDBR and TGRSR of SDBR and GRSR
protocols according to the loss rate p. In this case we set the domain size r = 8, the
coding/decoding tcode = 0.05 and the block size k = 10.
We can see that the loss rate plays a significant role in determining the contribution
of SDBR and GRSR protocols in terms of transmission time of a block. The
transmission time of the two protocols increases with the loss rate at the receivers.
More losses in the network generate more coding/decoding operations and more access
to the repair server.
Figure 6 presents the transmission time ratio between GRSR and SDBR according to
the coding/decoding time. The graph clearly shows that as the coding time becomes
close to the time required for transferring data from the repair server to the receivers the
more GRSR the transmission time diverges from SDBR the transmission time.
GRSR transmission time is significantly reduced compared to that of the SDBR
protocol. The increase in the coding time affects more clearly the transmission delay of
SDBR protocol than that of GRSR protocol because the repair server of SDBR protocol
performs the coding task each time a loss is announced whereas the repair server does
not perform any coding task under GRSR.
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Figure 3. Transmission time according to the block size

Figure 4. Transmission time according to coding/decoding time

Figure 5. Transmission time according to the loss rate
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Figure 6. Ratio GRSR/SDBR in term of transmission time according to the
coding time for various loss rates

6. Conclusion
In this paper 3 reliable multicast protocols using Active Parity Encoded Services are
compared: BRSR, GRSR and SDBR. Our analysis of the loss recovery latency shows
that the loss rate and coding/decoding time determine whether a protocol can be a
candidate for real time reliable multicast or not. Our study showed that GRSR protocol,
in addition to the reduction in storage space at the repair server, provides a substantial
gain in terms of loss recovery latency and thus contributes to improve real time reliable
multicast transfers. For high coding time, GRSR presents the best performance,
whereas, for a lower coding time SDBR is the protocol which minimizes the
transmission time of data block.
In this paper we have intentionally studied a simple network model with one
hierarchical level to facilitate the results interpretation. Moreover, the packet loss rate
was assumed to be homogeneous throughput the network. In future works, we will aim
to generalize the results of our study to a network model with n hierarchical levels
where receivers can have different loss rates. Another research direction for us is to
study the relationship between the buffer cache size at repair server and the recovery
latency.
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